Reaching new heights with the V20
multi-technology platform
The demand for non-invasive aesthetic treatments is growing and today’s customers are increasingly
diligent in searching for the most effective solutions. Stay ahead of your competition by providing
treatments with the most advanced technology available. The V20 Platform incorporates sophisticated
PCR™ technology for light-based treatments and Viora's groundbreaking CORE RF technology within
one system. This allows you to offer your clients the safest, most effective and efficient treatments
on the market, with little to no downtime.
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Viora’s Commitment to Your Success
Viora is continuously developing new clinical protocols, sales and support tools that allow you to
market your services to new and existing clients. We know that your success is our success and
therefore Viora puts a high priority on your needs to ensure that you receive the best and fastest
return on your investment.

Elevating Technology via Innovation
Viora’s V20 full configuration gives you the technological breadth needed to perform the most
requested aesthetic applications.

FORM

V-FORM with cutting-edge Multi-CORE technology
Deliver powerful contouring and cellulite reduction treatments with instant results, no
downtime, and make a real difference to the lives of your patients. V-FORM utilizes
Viora’s proprietary Multi-CORE technology which splits RF energy into 3 dedicated
channels to target specific skin layers depending on the symptoms. V-FORM is the
perfect partner for your practice with full adjustability and complete customization of
treatment parameters, allowing you to increase your treatment offerings while catering
to patients of all ages and all skin types.

IPL

V-IPL with advanced PulseConfiguRythm™ (PCR™) technology
Viora’s proprietary PCR™ technology is the driving force behind the V-IPL handpiece.
This revolutionary, proprietary technology generates various pulse structures and
provides adjustable pulse duration, ensuring that every skin type and condition can
be treated. One handpiece and five interchangeable filters delivers the safest, most
efficient IPL treatments. Contact cooling makes treatments safe and easily tolerated
by your patients. With the most advanced and personalized treatments, Viora's V-IPL
was designed with your patients in mind.

*
V-FR revolutionizes fractional treatments with SVCTM technology
The next generation of fractional treatments is due to Viora’s innovative SVC™ technology
in the V-FR handpiece. Switching, Vacuum and Cooling features make skin resurfacing
and rejuvenation safe, effective, minimally-invasive procedures, with little downtime.
Viora gives increased control, unprecedented penetration depth control, and allows
you to determine the desired biological response. Choosing an ablative or coagulative
response within one system provides you with a significant clinical advantage by
customizing treatments per individual symptoms and per specific needs.

ST

Viora’s groundbreaking CORE™ technology driving the V-ST
The advanced V-ST handpiece integrates Viora’s proprietary and revolutionary multiRF technology, CORE™. The ability to perform facial and body tightening with one
handpiece is unique to Viora due to CORE’s three frequency channels of different depth
penetration, and a fourth channel incorporating all three frequencies. Combined with
contact cooling, Viora’s V-ST handpiece delivers the most comfortable, effective skin
tightening treatments available.

Viora’s Clinical Strengths for Best Outcomes
Viora’s depth of clinical experience, attained by working with practitioners around the world, lets us
develop special and unique combination protocols. With Viora’s V20 multi-technology platform, you
have the opportunity to capitalize on the most sought after treatments available today. This allows
you to achieve efficacy of the highest standard.
*Not available in the US
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About Viora

Viora, a leading provider of medical aesthetic solutions, is passionate about helping
customers deliver the most effective results to their patients. Viora improves upon
treatment experiences by enhancing existing technology to give customers the best
non-invasive solutions available. With a presence in over 65 countries, Viora’s noninvasive products address a wide range of symptoms, treating today’s most commonly
requested applications for anti-aging, body & facial contouring, cellulite reduction,
acne clearance, stretch mark reduction, hair removal, skin lightening and more.
www.vioramed.com | info@vioramed.com
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